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HILARY BRACEFIELD 
After Keith Potter 's philosophic survey of the improvisatory 
music scene in his review of Bead records in Contact 21, 1 I 
have, I'm afraid, space for short reviewsonlyofthis mixed bag 
of records. The notes to Keith Potter's review refer to many 
previous Contact record reviews and in those you may read 
several other views of the wisdom of committing modern 
experimental music to plastic . I will notaddtothatdiscussion. 
33 
merely that my main feeling after I had listened to 
all twelve records was one of wonder and admiration for all 
those who launch themselves into a business so risky 
nowadays that even the record giants are teetering. I note, 
however, that the Arts Councils here and in Australia and 
New Zealand are prepared to support some of this activity-
Company, Trevor Wishart, From Scratch and Victorian Time 
Machine all acknowledge help. 
I start, for the reason that I enjoyed them the most, with the 
Company records. Here we have the two final records of the 
Company series made during Company Week 1977. (Again, 
see Keith Potter's Contact 21 reviewfordetails of information 
on this group in Musics.) The ten musicians who came 
together in that week are all featured on these two records, 
although the most that perform together at any one time is 
five- unless an occasional one has slipped in uncredited: it's 
not always easy to tell. Each record has one side of music 
played in front of audiences and one of music played without 
an audience- there 's no discernible difference; some tracks 
are 'selections' from longer pieces; all are free improvisa-
tions. The immediacy of live performance is, of course, lost, 
and if one is not prepared to listen very closely it's likely that 
the lack of organised form allows the attention to drift; but I 
found I wanted to play this music more than once. it certainly 
does not work as background music - a definite compliment. 
The extracts appearing on these two records exhibit a high 
degree of rapport between the players(occasionally, though, 
antipathy sparks off material, as in Company6, side2, track 1) 
and may have been chosen for that reason . The editing 
procedures are, of course, a mystery, and it's sad that there 
must be lots of other music not being released. The 'manic' 
nature of the work of Han Bennink, Tristan Honsinger and 
others is not as evident as I expected, but this could be a 
consequence of not seeing what the percussion player is 
doing or of being able to control the sound volume oneself. So 
on record it's the music that matters, and most tracks bear 
repeated hearings. Try the long extract on Company 6 
featuring Leo Smith, a Braxton- Parkerduoon Company 7, a 
quintet on the same disc with Honsinger talking away, or the 
four saxophones taking off on side 2. 
The degree of commitment to exciting improvisation that 
these records show made the disc by Lysis, a group whose 
work I respect, seem much less rewarding . The eight tracks 
here are termed 'compositions', but to what extent they are 
written down pieces or more improvisational structures I 
would be interested to know. Certainlytheyallsoundvery like 
the free improvisation in which Lysis indulge in concert. A 
problem of Lysis's work is the length of the pieces. On the 
record they are all between four minutes and eight and a half 
minutes, and it is that period of time which can make 
improvisational or experimental pieces seem most nebulous. 
A lot can be said concisely in two minutes, or to exhaustion in 
14 or 20 or so, but often nothing definite comes out of that 
period in between. As the title Dualyses implies, most pieces 
are duos - Roger Dean and Hazel Smith on bass and violin 
with some ring modulation. Roger Dean with Ashley Brown 
(bass and percussion), and one percussion solo piece. Lysis 
seem wary of exploiting the ranges of tonal possibilities of 
their instruments or of exploiting an idea to its fullest. What 
comes across is a timidity, a lack of conviction. 
As a complete contrast, and to complement the Company 
records on which he appears, try Evan Parker on The Longest 
Night in a duo with John Stevens(percussion and cornet). No 
timidity herel 'Evan and I are two of the most skilled 
interpreters ... of this highly specialised form of improvisa -
tion of which this extended performance, covering two 
volumes, is an excellent example', says Stevens on the 
sleeve. No timidity in the music either. Three tracks 
altogether of Parker's obsessed, brilliant exploration of his 
instrument, with Stevens knowing when to join in, when to 
accompany, and when to shut up. I don'tfeell/ikethesoprano 
saxophone by the end of the record, but I feel I know nearly 
everything Parker can do with it. 
The Parker - Stevens duo recorded their album on the 
longest night of 1976. A record from the other side of the 
world features an ensemble, From Scratch, who regularly 
perform a drumming event in the crater of an extinct volcano 
in Auckland on the longest night of the year in New Zealand 
(i .e. in June). it's open to all. This record of their music 
includes drumming pieces for four people. The pieces are 
long, the ideas for the use of pitched drums, chimes, tubes 
and bells carefully thought out, and the permutations gone 
through. lt all comes out, however, rather bland and dull, too 
regular, without the blood-stirring that 26 minutes of 
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